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OPTIMAL PRODUCTION AND 
ALLOCATION UNDER UNCERTAINTY * 

ROSS M. STARR 

I. Ex ante and ex post optimum, 81. -II. Consumers and commodities, 
83.- III. Consumer choice and the subjectivity theorem, 85.- IV. Neces- 
sary conditions for ex post Pareto optimum given Arrow optimum, 88. -V. 
Production, 89. -VI. Efficiency, 91. -VII. Economies where the necessary 
conditions for Arrow optimum to imply ex post Pareto optimum are sufficient, 
93. Table of notation, 94. 

I. Ex ANTE AND Ex POST OPTIMUM 

Every equilibrium in a perfectly competitive economy where 
all agents have complete information is Pareto optimal.' Difficulties 
that might arise in reaching this conclusion because of uncertainty 
about the future were eliminated by a clever device due to Arrow.2 
If one is uncertain about the future, at least one can make an ex- 
haustive list of conceivable future states of the world.3 Indenti- 
cal commodities existing in different states of the world are distinct 
goods, have different prices, and enter separately in individuals' 
preferences and firms' productions.4 Trade is not in goods but in 
contracts for delivery of goods contingent on whether a given state 
of the world occurs. The relevant characteristics of the analytic 
structure developed for the case of certainty remain unchanged. 
Indeed: 

The formal identity of this theory of uncertainty with the theory of 
certainty developed earlier allows one to apply all the results established... 
In particular, sufficient conditions for the existence of an equilibrium for the 
private ownership economy . . . are [the same]. 

* This study was first undertaken at the Western Management Science 
Institute of the University of California, Los Angeles with Ford Foundation, 
National Science Foundation, and Office of Naval Research support. Further 
study continued at Stanford University and Harvard University. It is a plea- 
sure to acknowledge the comments and suggestions of Professors J. Marschak, 
K. Arrow, J. Rosse, D. Foley, and an anonymous referee. I am indebted to 
Dr. L. S. Shapley for pointing out serious errors in the first version of this 
paper. All further errors are, of course, my own. 

1. G. Debreu, Theory of Value (New York: Wiley, 1959). 
2. K. J. Arrow, "Le Role des Valeurs Boursieres pour la Repartition la 

Meilleure des Risques," -International Colloquium on Econometrics, 1952, 
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, Paris, 1953. Translated as "The 
Role of Securities in the Optimal Allocation of Risk-Bearing," Review of Eco- 
nomic Studies, vol. 31 (April 1964). 

3. See L. J. Savage, Foundations of Statistics (New York: Wiley, 1954). 
4. Debreu, op. cit., Ch. 7. 
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In the same fashion, [previously established] theorems . . . yield suffi- 
cient conditions for an equilibrium relative to price system to be an optimum, 
and for an optimum to be an equilibrium relative to a price system.5 

Formally this is true, but there are differences so fundamental 
between the certainty and uncertainty economies that the actual 
significance of the results belies their superficial similarity. 

Suppose that consumer choices are made so as to maximize 
expected utility under budget constraint. The configuration achieved 
is such that no trader's expected utility can be increased by a re- 
distribution of contingent commodities (contracts deliverable at a 
certain date and event) without decreasing some trader's expected 
utility. Such a situation is known as an Arrow optimum, constitu- 
ting an "optimal allocation of risk bearing." 6 Professor Radner 
aptly describes the situation as "optimum relative to a given struc- 
ture of information in the economy." 7 

As a practical matter, the achievement of Arrow optimum is a 
normative dead end. After all, we are not so much interested in ex- 
pectations as in results. Given an Arrow optimal distribution of 
contingent claims and supposing the occurrence of some event, we 
can then ask whether in that event the distribution of real goods 
resulting from the given distribution of contingent claims is a Pareto 
optimal distribution of real goods. If the answer is "no," then it is 
comparatively small comfort to know that the economy had 
achieved an optimal allocation of risk bearing. If we are interested 
in satisfactions actually realized rather than those that are merely 
anticipated, the appropriate quality to- seek is that there be no 
redistribution that will increase some trader's realized utility while 
decreasing no trader's realized utility. Such a situation will be 
termed an ex post Pareto optimum. Depending on the structure 
of subjective probabilities and on the events that occur, there may 
be Arrow optima that are not ex post Pareto optima and ex post 
Pareto optima that are not Arrow optima. A situation is said to be 
an intratemporal Pareto optimum if there is no feasible redistribu- 
tion or reallocation of goods all of a single time period and event, 

5. Ibid., p. 102. 
6. Priority for enunciation of the distinction between ex ante and ex post 

optimum and for independent discovery of some of the results of section IV 
in the case of a social welfare function whose arguments are differentiable 
utility functions is due to Jacques Dreze in "Market Allocation Under Un- 
certainty" (paper presented at the First World Congress of the Econometric 
Society,. Rome, Sept. 1965; abstract in Econometrica, vol. 34, no. 5 (supple- 
mentary issue 1966), p. 42). This usage follows from the optimality properties 
studied by Arrow, op. cit. 

7. R. Radner, "Competitive Equilibrium under Uncertainty," Econo- 
metrica, vol. 36 (Jan. 1968), pp. 31-58. 
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outputs of other periods and events remaining fixed, such that some 
trader is made better off and no trader is made worse off. 

II. CONSUMERS AND COMMODITIES 

Most of the interesting questions on uncertainty and optimality 
over time can be meaningfully posed and answered in a two-period 
model. The effect of considering more periods would be primarily 
to introduce more complicated and confusing notation. In the first 
period let there be a unique state of the world known to all traders. 
Let the conceivable states of the world in the second period comprise 
the elements of the finite set S.8 Let there be n goods available in 
each state and period. -Then there are (IS-+1)n commodities 
(period 1 goods and period 2 contingent commodities) traded ex 
ante.9 

A commodity bundle then is an element of OA, the nonegative 
orthant of Euclidean (IS+j1)n space. An ex ante price vector is 
also an element of E(Isl+')n. Eventually realized bundles will be ele- 
ments of ??p, the nonnegative orthant of Euclidean 2n space (as is 
an ex post price vector). Traders are elements of the finite'set T. 
For each tET there is a utility function,' uj(x(tl, x2tj), defined for 
each jES and for all arguments within some bounded (feasible) 'sub- 
set of the nonnegative orthant of E2n. Vs utility function is allowed 
to vary with the state of the world prevailing in period 2. This 
reflects the possibility that the satisfaction derived from an um- 
brella may depend on the weather. I will suppose that utj satisfies 
Arrow's assumptions 2, 3, and 6.2 These include free disposability 
and strict concavity.3 This combination has the advantage of assur- 

8. There are some subtleties in the specification and even the existence of 
S investigated in Radner, op. cit., and J. Hirshleifer, "The Private and Social 
Value of Information and the Reward to Inventive Activity," Working Paper 
No. 158, Western Management Science Institute, University of California, Los 
Angeles, April 1970, and American Economic Review, vol. 61 (Sept. 1971), 
pp. 561-75. 

9. ISI denotes the number of elements in S. I will take S to be finite (but 
see T. Bewley, "Equilibrium Theory with an Infinite Dimensional Commodity 
Space," Center for Research in Management Science, University of California, 
Berkeley, 1970). 

1. In order meaningfully to talk of maximizing expected utility, one must 
assume cardinal properties of the utility function. Since one degenerates into 
nontheory without so disreputable an assumption, there is little choice. 

2. K. J. Arrow, "An Extension of the Basic Theorems of Classical Wel- 
fare Economics," in Proceedings of the Second Berkeley Symposium on Mat he- 
matical Statistics and Probability, J. Neyman, ed. (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1951). 

3. Concavity in this context implies risk aversion. For a discussion of 
this point see Arrow, 'The Role of Securities," op. cit. There is no significant 
loss of generality in requiring strict concavity rather than concavity. 
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ing strict positivity of price vectors, which makes them easier to 
work with than might otherwise be the case. A further simplification 
is introduced by assuming utilities to be separable over time. Thus, 
assume 
(1) uti (xtl Xt2)) = Vlt (Xl) +v21 )(xt2j) 

for all tET, jES. 
Each trader has a subjective probability of occurrence of state 

y, for each jES. Denote this quantity by f (t, j). Then the expected 
utility of an ex ante bundle Xt for trader t is 
(2) Etut(xt)= > f (t, j)utj(xtl, Xt2j) 

jeS 

By (1) 

(3) Etut (Xt) = vlt (Xtl ) + :> f ( ty j) VPt (Xt2j). 
jes 

Thus a distribution xt, tET is said to be an Arrow optimum if there 
is no feasible yt, tET so that 
(4) Etut(x')<Etut(yt) for all tET 
with the strict inequality holding for at least one tET. 

Ex ante trader teT will prefer yt to xt if and only if 
(5) Etut (xt) < Eut (yt); 
equivalently 

(6) Vlt (Xtl) + H f (t, j) V2t (xt2j) < V1t (ytl) 
jes 

+ 
* 

f(t, j) V2t(yt2j) 
jeS 

equivalently 

(7) > f (t, j) [Vi2tj x~)VPt(tj ] 1 yl)vt(l 
jes 

If the yt differs from Xt only in first-period consumption and con- 
sumption in period 2 for event j*ES, ex ante yt will be preferred to 
xt, if and only if 

(8) f (t, j*) [V2tj* (xt2j*) -V2tj* (yt2j*) ] < vlt (ytl) _ Vlt (Xtl). 

Similarly, ex post, if state j* obtains, t prefers yt to Xt if and only if 
(9) V2 tj* (Xt2j* )- V2tj* (yt2j * ) < Vlt (Ytl) _ Vlt (XI' ). 

Thus a distribution xt, teT, is said to be ex post Pareto optimal for 
state j* if there is no feasible distribution yt, tET, so that 

(10) V2 ti* (Xt2j*)- V2tj* (yt2j*) <vlt(y1t) - vt(xtl) 

for all teT with the strict inequality holding for at least one tET. 
Finally, xt, tET, is intratemporal Pareto optimal for state j* if 

there exists neither yt nor zt feasible, teT, so that ytl = xtl, yt2j = Xt2j 

for all tET, all jES- {}j*, Zt2i=Xt2j for all tET, all jES, and 
{1 1\ Afi H* (yi\ .hi ^t2j*) < 
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or 

(12) Vlt (,Ztl) _Vlt (Xti) )0 

with the strict inequality holding for at least one tET. 

III. CONSUMER CHOICE AND THE SUBJECTIVITY THEOREM 

Given an ex ante price system PE0A, the problem of choice for 
tET is merely to choose X'EfZA so that xt maximizes t's expected utility 
subject to budget constraint. If t's choice is xat we know that 
(13) Etut(x0t)?E'ut(xt) for all xtECA 

such that p * xt<p * x0t. In particular if p * y<p . x0t and y differs 
from xOt only in its period 1 and 2, state j coordinates; then 
Etut(x0t)DEtut'(y) if and only if 
(14) f (t, j) [v2tj (y2j) - v2tj (xot2j) ] <V1t (xVtl)-vit (yl). 

xat may be a maximizing choice under prices p even for other 
subjective probabilities.4 It is convenient to know the range of such 
subjective probabilities and how they depend on the supporting 
prices. Thus, let 

K(t, Xt j) ={(p, k) : penp, p> >O. O <k?1, 

k [Vtj(z2) V2'j (Xt2j) ]_vat (Xti) -vit Wz 
for all (zl, Z2)Ef?p such that 

1p p2) . 1 Z2) C(pl, p2) . (Xtl, Xt2j)} 

DEFINITION: Let xt, tET, be an Arrow optimum. Subjective proba- 
bilities for state j are said to be. universally similar at xt, tET, 
if n K (t, xt, j) is nonempty. 

teT 

That is, subjective probabilities for state j are universally 
similar if there is a value k and a price system p such that if all 
traders agreed that their subjective probabilities of j's occurrence 
equaled k, then under prices p they would have no reason to change 
their state j consumption choices from xt. Subjective probabilities 
are similar if there is a value of the subjective probability of state 
j that, if commonly held, would be consistent with the allocation xt, 
tET, and a price system. Subjective probabilities for state j are uni- 
versally similar whenever they are equal for all tET. 

THEOREM 1, SUBJECTIVITY OF ARROW OPTIMUM: Let xt, tET, be an 
Arrow optimum. Suppose subjective probabilities for state j 

4. In the special case of differentiable utility functions this problem 
would not arise. However, the simplification that would be introduced by 
assuming differentiability does not seem worth the loss of generality. See 
Section IV below. 
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are not universally similar at xt, tET. Let 0 <k?1. Then there 
is ZtEQA, for each tET, zt = xt, so that 

teT teT 
k[V2tj(zt2) -V2tj (xt2i) ]? t(xtl)-v (ztl), for all tET, 

with the strict inequality holding for at least one tET. 

Proof: Consider the pure exchange economy consisting of the 
set of traders T with utility functions ,' (wt) = v1i (wl) + kv2t (wt2) 

for wtEnp. Let the economy's total endowment be > (xt1, xt2j). Then 
teT 

the distribution (xtl, Xt2j), tET, is not a Pareto optimum for this econ- 
omy. This follows since the absence of universal similarity implies 
that there is no supporting price vector which is a necessary condi- 
tion for Pareto optimum.5 That is, there is no 

(pl, p2),Ecap 

so that 
v1t (Xtl) + kV2tj (Xt2j) ? vit (zltl) + kV2tj (z"t2) 

for all 
(z0l z02) Efp 

so that 
(pl, p2) . (Zotl z~t2) <(pl, p2) .(Xtl) Xt2j) 

Thus, there is 
(zoti, z~t2), tET, 

such that 
> (zon , z0t2) = (Xtl Xt2j) 
teT teT 

so that 
Vlt (xt') + kV2tj (Xt2j) _:: Vit (z1tl) + kV2tj (Zat2) 

for all tET with the strict inequality for at least one tET. Let 
ztl = 'Zotl zt2j = z~t2IZt2i = Xt2i 

for iES-{j}. Then Zt'EA, for all tET, 
Xt= zt 

teT teT 

and 
k [vP21 (zt2j) - V211 (Xt2j) ] ? Vit (Xtl) - vit (Ztl) 

for all tET, with the strict inequality holding for at least one tET. 
Q.E.D. 

The subjectivity theorem asserts that information affects ac- 
tion. If subjective probabilities are not similiar, then information 
changing them all (to k) will result in changed consumption deci- 
sions as well. 

5. By Arrow, "An Extension of the Basic Theorems," op. cit. 
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THEOREM 2: Any Arrow optimum with f (t, j) >0 for at least one 
tET for each jES is an intratemporal Pareto optimum. 

Proof: Without loss of generality consider only period 2, ar- 
bitrary j*ES. By Arrow optimality there is no zt, tET, such that 

E, ztEY Etu(z1) >Etu(x~t) 
teT 

for all tET with the strict inequality holding for at least one t in T. 
In particular this means there is no such zt differing from xOt only 
in period 2 state j*. That is, there is no zt feasible so that 

( 15) ztl = x~tl; 

(16) zt2j=xt2j for all tET, all jES- {j*}; 
so that 

(17) f(t, j*) V2tj*(zt2i*)>f(t, j*)V2tj*(Xot2j*) for all tET 
with the strict inequality holding for at least one tET. 

For those tET such that f(t, j*) >0, (17) implies that there is 
no zt feasible fulfilling (15) and (16) for all tET, all jES- {j*} so that 

(18) V2tj* (zt2j*) ?V2tj* (Xzt2j*) 

with the strict inequality holding for some such tET. This combined 
with strict nonsatiation 6 implies that there is no zt feasible fulfilling 

(15) and (16) as above such that 

(19) v2tj* (zt2j*) = V2tj* (Xot2j*) 

for all t with f(t, j*) >Q and zt)O and zt7AO for some t such that 
f (t, j*) = Q. If the latter were the case, then (18) could be fulfilled 
with strict inequality for some t. 

Thus, 

V2tj* (Xlt2j*) ,V2tj* (Zt2j*) 

for all feasible zt, satisfying (15), (16) for all tET, jES- {j}. 
Q.E.D. 

Theorem 2 says that, given Arrow optimum, any lack of ex 
post Pareto optimality that arises under uncertainty over time is 
not due to nonoptimal distribution of chosen output within a given 
time and event, but rather comes from misallocation and maldis- 
tribution over time or across events. Thus, an economy that has 
Arrow optimal distribution will appear to have Pareto optimal 
production and distribution at any point in time. It is only with 
respect to the choice of present versus future consumption that 
nonoptimality arises. 

6. Arrow, "An Extension of the Basic Theorems," op. cit., Lemma 10. 
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IV. NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR Ex POST PARETO OPTIMUM 
GIVEN ARROW OPTIMUM 

Given Arrow optimum, a necessary condition for ex post 
Pareto optimum is that subjective probabilities for the state that 
actually occurs should be universally similar.7 

THEOREM 3: Let xt, tET, be an Arrow optimum. Let j* be the event 
that occurs, f (r, j*) >0 for some; rET. A necessary condition 
for (xtl, xt2j*), tET, to be an ex post Pareto optimum is that sub- 
jective probabilities for j* be universally similar. 

Proof: Suppose universal similarity does not hold. By Theorem 
1 there is a feasible distribution z, :, zt = > xt, such that 

teT teT 

(20) k[v2tj*(zt2j*) -v2t2j*(xt2j*) ]>vit(xtl) -v1t(z'W) for all tET 
with a strict inequality for at least one tET. Concavity of v2tj* gives 

(21) V2tj* [ (1-k) xt2j* + kzt2j*] > ( 1-k) V2tj* (Xt2i*) 
+ kV2tj* (zt2j*) = k [V2tP* (zt2i*) - V2tj* (Xt2j)] 

+v2tj* (xt2j*). 

With (20), this gives 

(22) v2tJ* [(1- k) xt2j* + kzt2j* ]-v2tj* (Xt2j*) ?v1t (Xti) 

-v1t(ztl) . 

A strict inequality holds in (22) for some tET. But 
a asi (1_k)xt2j*+kzt2j*), tET, 

is a feasible distribution and by (22) it is ex post Pareto preferable 
to (Xtl, xt2j*). Therefore (xt1, xt2j*) is not an ex post Pareto opti- 
mum. Q.E.D. 

COROLLARY 3.1: Let xt, tET, be an Arrow optimum. Suppose for all 
jES subjective probabilities for state j are not universally sim- 
ilar. Then for any jES, (xt1, xt2j) tET is not an ex post Pareto 
optimum. 

The above theorem is fundamental to understanding how in- 
formation and subjective probabilities affect optimal allocation 
under uncertainty. If subjective probabilities for the state that 
occurs differ significantly (i.e., so that universal similarity does not 
hold), then ex post misallocation will definitely result. The reason 
is that ex ante diversity of subjective probabilities implies ex post 
diversity of marginal rates of substitution of present versus future 
consumption; equality of these rates is a necessary condition for 
Pareto optimum. 

7. See also Dreze, op. cit. 
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The corollary points out that if subjective probabilities lack 
universal similarity for all states of the world, then no matter what 
state of the world occurs, the resulting distribution will not be an 
ex post Pareto optimum. This is not to say that there is a redistribu- 
tion ex ante that will make all traders better off ex post no matter 
what state of the world takes place. If this were the case, the orig- 
inal allocation would not have been an Arrow optimum since re- 
distribution would have increased all traders' expected utility. 
Rather, the corollary says that, given sufficient diversity, it is clear 
that ex post Pareto nonoptimality will result. 

If utility functions are differentiable the mathematics of the 
problem is particularly straightforward. One can rely on the theorem 
that whenever goods are consumed in nonzero quantities by two 
traders in a market, a necessary condition for Pareto optimum is 
that marginal rates of substitution for the two goods be the same for 
the two traders. Consider a pure exchange economy with one good 
denoted c. Let the two traders in question be t, r. Then Arrow opti- 
mality implies that t's marginal rate of substitution ex ante of a 
contingent claim due period 2 state j for certain good period 1 must 
equal r's marginal rate of substitution. Thus, 

dv2tj (c2Oti) dV2ri (C20"i) 

dc2ti dc2ri 

f ( ti) dvl (cat) =f (r, j) dvlr (COr) 

dc1t dclr 

for all jES, where cOt is t's consumption choice. When state j* occurs, 
ex post Pareto optimality requires 

dv2tj (C2OtJ*) dV2ri* (C2rI*) 

dC2tj* dc2ri* 

dvilt (clt) dVr (C1Or) 

dclt dcir 

Clearly, this will obtain if and only if f(t, j*) =f(r, j*) for all t, 
rET. 

V. PRODUCTION 

Production is characterized by a set of feasible output bundles. 
Let Y be the ex ante transformation set. Y is a convex subset of 
2A. An element yEY denotes a combination of feasible period 1 out- 

puts and feasible period 2 state j outputs for each jES. A distribu- 
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tion XtEQA for each tET is said to be feasible if , xlEY. Yj is a convex 
teT 

subset of op for each jES. yEYj denotes a feasible combination of 
period 1 and period 2 outputs in the case that jES is the state that 
occurs in period 2. 

Assume that if (y1, y2)Eyj there is zEY so that zl=yl, z2j=y2. 
This says nothing more than that no output feasible ex post for 
given jES is infeasible ex ante. I will also assume 8 that for any 
yEY there is yjEYj so that yj1 (y', y2j) . That is, one assumes that 
consideration of several possible events does not increase possible 
output in any event over what it would be in the case of uncertainty. 

An output is said to be efficient if there is no other feasible 
output that is greater in some component and less in no component. 

DEFINITION: yEY is efficient if and only if there is no yOEY so that 
y0>y and y0#Ay. yjEYj, jES, is efficient if there is no y0jEYj such 

that yjO>yj and yj#7&yj. 

DEFINITION: Let yEY, jES. Then y is said to be j-efficient if (yl, y2j) 
is efficient in Yj. 
Let W = class of efficient points in Yj. 

DEFINITION: Let wEWj, yEY. Consider the conditions, 

(a) w1=' -Y 
(a.i) zEY, 
(a.ii) z1=w1=yl, z2i=y2i, all iES-{ j} 

(b) w2= y2j 
(b.i) zEY 
(b.ii) Z2j=w2= y2j; Z2i= y2i all iES-{ j}, 

(c) (Z1, Z2j)EWj. 

(d) (w1, W2)= (z1, z2). 

Y is said to fulfill weak independence with respect to state j 
if whenever (a) is fulfilled, there is z fulfilling (a.i), (a.ii), (c); and 
whenever (b) is fulfilled, there is z fulfilling (b.i), (b.ii), (c). Y 
is said to fulfill strong independence with respect to state j if Y 
fulfills weak independence and condition (d). 

Thus the production set has an independence property with 
respect to state j if a j-efficient output can be achieved without re- 
arranging output for other states. Independence with respect to 
state j holds if there is not much trade-off across events, when 

8. > denotes greater than or equal coordinatewise; >> denotes strictly 
greater than coordinatewise; 0 denotes the zero vector or scalar depending on 
context. 
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feasibility of output for state j is not much affected by output choice 
for other states of the world. 

Y is said to be intratemporal if 

Y=Y'XY12XY22X . . . X* Y2Isly 
where X denotes Cartesian product; Y1 is the period 1 transforma- 
tion set; yj2 is the period 2, state j transformation set j=1, . 

S 1. Y is intratemporal if there is no trade-off in production possi- 
bilities among either events or time periods; admissible trade-offs 
are within a given time and event. A pure exchange economy is 
intratemporal. 

DEFINITION: Let xt, tET, be an Arrow optimum. Let > (xtl, xt2j) 
teT 

be efficient in Yj ( > (xtl, xt2j) EWj). Subjective probabilities for 
teT 

state j are said to be effectively similar if there is (k, p)E n 
teT 

K(t, xt, j) so that p .( (Xt1, Xt2j)) Up y for all yEYj. 
teT 

That is, subjective probabilities are effectively similar if they 
are universally similar, and if some price consistent with universal 
similarity is also consistent with profit-maximizing production. 

Subjective probabilities are effectively similar whenever they 
are equal for xt such that Y (Xt1, xt2j),EWj. 

teT 

VI. EFFICIENCY 

In most economies uncertainty has severe implications for the 
ex post optimality of production decisions. Drought-resistant seeds 
planted in a year that turns out to have a heavy rainfall will yield 
a disappointing harvest. Nothing short of good luck or good 
prediction will alleviate this problem. However, there is a moder- 
ately well-defined class of production sets under uncertainty in 
which producers are not forced to choose between maximal output 
in one state of the world versus maximal output in the other. One 
can have both. If production sets are of this form, then there is no 
particular value to good prediction. Producers can do just as well in 
ignorance. Conversely, in economies with production sets that are 
not in this class, there is likely to be substantial value to good pre- 
diction. 

Productive efficiency is a necessary condition for optimum. An 
Arrow optimum is efficient in Y, so the question arises: Under what 
conditions will it result in an efficient point in the transformation 
set of the state that occurs? That is, if y is efficient in Y, when 
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will it follow that (yl, y2j) is efficient in Yj? The geometry of this 
question is completely straightforward. The local condition is baf- 
flingly trival. y efficient in Y is efficient in Yj if and only if (y', y2j) 

is efficient in Yj. Global statements are slightly more interesting. 

THEOREM 4: Let jES. If every y efficient in Y is j-efficient, then Y 
is weakly independent with respect to j. 

Proof: Suppose not. Then the absence of weak independence 
with respect to j implies the following. 

Case 1: For some wEWj and some yEY such that yl = w', there is 
no zEY such that z1=y1=W1, z2i=y2i iES- {j}, and (z1, Z2j))EW. 

Choose v efficient, vEY such that v1 = y 1, v2i =y2i iES- {j}. Then 
(v1, v2j) is not an element of Wj. But this contradicts the hypothesis, 
since v is efficient in Y but not j-efficient. The contradiction shows 
that weak independence with respect to j must hold. 

Case 2: For wEWj, yEY such that w2 = y21, the argument is en- 
tirely similar. 

Q.E.D. 

COROLLARY 4.1: If every y efficient in Y is j-efficient for all jES, then 
Y is weakly independent with respect to all jES. 

THEOREM 5: Let Y be weakly independent with respect to given 
jES. Then any y efficient in Y is j-efficient. 

Proof: Let yEY, y efficient. Suppose y is not j-efficient, then 
the following holds: 

Case 1: There is wEWj, w'=yl such that (yl, y2j) is not an ele- 
ment of Wj. But by weak independence there is zEWj such that 
(yl, y21, . . . , y2j-11 z2 y2j+1. . . .)EY. Thus y was not efficient 
to start with. 

Case 2: w2 = y2j is entirely similar. The contradiction proves 
the theorem. 

Q.E.D. 

Theorems 4 and 5 give necessary and sufficient global conditions 
for ex ante efficiency to imply ex post efficiency. They imply that if 
an economy's ex ante transformation set is weakly independent with 
respect to j, knowledge as to whether state j will occur will not en- 
hance productive efficiency. Efficiency considerations provide no 
reason to investigate whether state j will occur. Conversely, if one 
knows that the ex ante transformation set is not weakly indepen- 
dent with respect to j, there is reason to believe that productive 
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efficiency will be enhanced by knowledge of whether state j will 
occur. 

VII. ECONOMIES WHERE THE NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR ARROW 

OPTIMUM TO IMPLY Ex POST PARETO OPTIMUM ARE SUFFICIENT 

The ex post trade-offs between present and future goods in pro- 
duction and consumption depend on the subjective probabilities on 
the basis of which ex ante decisions are made. Thus, the necessary 
conditions above will not in general be sufficient to guarantee ex 
post Pareto optimum. There are special cases where they are suffi- 
cient. 

THEOREM 6: Let Y be intratemporal. Let Xt, tET, be an Arrow op- 
timum. Let state j* occur. Then if subjective probabilities for 
j* are effectively similar (Xt, Xt2j*), tET, is an ex post Pareto 
optimum. 

Proof: It is sufficient to show that there is p*dEp, p* > > 0 sup- 
porting the allocation on production and consumption sides.9 By 
effective similarity there is (k, p) such that p supports E (x"1, xt2j) 
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on the production side. Let p* = (p1, p2 ). 

Intratemporality implies that (ap1, bp2) supports (xtl, xt2j*) 
for any a, b >0. On the consumption side, consider z- (z', z2j*) so 

that p* * <?0. Then (p', p2) * (kzl, z2j*) <0. Dropping a few super- 
scripts for convenience, we have 

[V2 (x2j*+Z2j*) -V2 (X2i*) ] k<v1 (xl)-v1 (xl+kz ) 

by concavity of v1 

v1 (x1) - (1-k) v1 (x1) -kv1 (x1+z) 
=k[v1(x1)-v1(x1+z1)]. 

So 
V2tj* (Xt2j* + z2j*) - V2t* (X2tj*) <Vlt (Xtl) - Vlt (Xtl + z1) 

for any z so that p* * z<0. Thus uti* (xt+z) ?uti* (xt) for all z such 
that p* * z?<0. Thus xt maximizes utj* (w) for all w so that p* *w. 

p * xt. Thus p* supports xt. 
Q.E.D. 

COROLLARY 6.1: In a pure exchange economy universal similarity of 
subjective probabilities for the state that occurs is a necessary 

9. By Arrow, "An Extension of the Basic Theorems," op. cit. 
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and sufficient condition for an Arrow optimum to be an ex post 
Pareto optimum. 

Proof of Corollary: In a pure exchange economy universal sim- 
ilarity and effective similarity are equivalent, since any p > > 0 sup- 
ports the (unique) output on the production side. 

Q.E.D. 
If an economy has intratemporal production, effective similarity 

of subjective probabilities ensures ex post Pareto optimum. Thus, 
at least for these economies, information telling what state of the 
world will occur is not particularly important for the achievement 
of ex post Pareto optimum. Pareto optimum results not from the ac- 
curacy of traders' beliefs but from their unanimity. Theorems 3 
and 6 come very close to establishing effective similarity as a neces- 
sary and sufficient condition in an intratemporal economy for Arrow 
optimum to result in ex post Pareto optimum. Necessity does not 
hold in those instances (comparatively rare in an intratemporal 
economy) where effective and universal similarity do not coincide. 

TABLE OF NOTATION 

The definitions here are heuristic. Precise definitions are in con- 
text. 

f (t, j) trader t's subjective probability of state j occurring 
in period 2 

j possible state of the world in period 2 
state of the world that actually obtains in period 2 

K(t, Xt, j) set of prices and subjective probabilities of state j con- 
sistent with t holding xt 

p price vector 2n or n(ISI+1) dimensional 
(p1, p2j*) 2n dimensional vector consisting of those components 

of p representing period 1 goods and period 2 contracts 
for contingency j* 

p* 2n dimensional vector representing a price system that, 
if the distribution arrived at in the market for goods 
and contingent contracts were Pareto optimal, would 
support that distribution, were a market to be reestab- 
lished once it was known that j* obtains 

S set of conceivable states of the world in period 2 
T set of all traders 
t trader, element of T 
utj t's utility function in the event state j occurs 
Vit if utj separable over time, the period 1 part 
V2t) if uti separable over time, the period 2 part in the 

event j occurs 
Wi set of efficient points in Yj 
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x, z commodity-contingent contract purchase vector; 2n 
or (IS +1)n dimensional 

xi period 1 consumption components of x 
x2j* period 2 contingency j* components of x 
Y ex ante transformation set; ( S +1)n dimensional 
Yj intertemporal transformation set in case event j holds 

in period 2; 2n dimensional 
y element of Y or Y, 
aA nonnegative orthant of E(IsI+1)n 
f2p nonnegative orthant of E2n 
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